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Cooperation with the State, Private sector and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) 

AzTU has cooperation at different levels with various ministries, government bodies and organizations. 

As a result of cooperation with government bodies and ministries, the faculty of Special equipment 

and technology and the relevant infrastructure have been established at AzTU with the decision of the 

Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Azerbaijan. Currently, in the direction of the development of 

that faculty, the relations and cooperation are developed with other government bodies, Open Joint-

Stock Companies, Limited Liability Companies and also Private sector and this seriously determines 

AzTU's contribution to the society. AzTU has a strong tradition of conducting social events, educational 

trainings, webinars and seminars together with numerous NGOs and this has been seriously pursued in 

recent years. For example, NGOs, such as "Development of the field of migration" Public Union, 

Support for Youth Enlightenment Public Union have organized educational and training exercises on 

various topics as role of psychology, the struggle against drug addiction. Student organizations have 

an active role here. 

AzTU pays due attention to the close collaboration with the nationwide student organizations and 

provides relevant support to their branches at the University. 

AzTU Student Youth Organization – https://www.aztu.edu.az/sub_site/az/telebe-gencler-teskilati-71  

AzTU Student Trade Union – https://www.aztu.edu.az/sub_site/az/telebe-hemkarlar-ittifaqi-komitesi-70 

 

Cooperation with legislative bodies in education  

Relations with legislative bodies in the field of higher education by AzTU are carried out in the format 

of various public hearings, giving proposals to prepared normative documents and participating in 

discussions. During the adoption of legislative acts and various regulatory documents, AzTU specialists 

have the opportunity to contribute by being involved in in commission members and working groups. 

For example, the staff (employees) of AzTU have been represented in the relevant Commissions for the 
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process of approving the Accreditation Rules of Higher Education Institutions and have made a 

necessary contribution to the adoption of the document which is important for the Higher Education 

community. The same words can also be said for the "Law on Higher Education" which is currently in 

the preparation stage.  

Opportunities of the university to participate in projects supported by the State  

AzTU has a contribution to the society by participating in the projects announced by the State in the 

research fields declared as a priority and serious activities are made to realize this potential. In the last 

5 years, the staff (employees) of AzTU have directly participated in the implementation of up to 10 

projects supported by the State. These are the projects implemented with the support of the 

Azerbaijan Science Foundation, the Ministry of Science and Education of the Republic of Azerbaijan, 

the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Azerbaijan and other ministries. It was mutually beneficial 

for both the university community and the country communities. In the last 10 years, the total value of 

the projects won and implemented by AzTU with the support of the State have been about 1,200,000 

Azerbaijani Manats.  


